Front-end development intern
Start: immediately, 24-40 hours weekly

BASH
BASH is there to make people happy by letting them experience more together in real life.
With our app, we bring friends together for all kinds of events, from birthdays and house
parties, to an afternoon on the terrace or a game of football. We are a team of six young
and ambitious people from Amsterdam, with backgrounds in tech and entrepreneurship.
We know each other from the Amsterdam nightlife and we love nothing more than getting
together with friends to do fun things. Within 5 years we will be the largest social events
network in Europe.

Job description
You will be working with our product team to bring BASH to the next level. Whether it is our
mobile apps or the website, BASH strives to be as intuitive, performant and beautiful as
possible. Depending on your skill set you will be working on:
●

Website development (React.js, NEXT.js)

●

Android development (Kotlin)

●

iOS development (Swift, SwiftUI)

What we are looking for
We are looking for someone that is passionate about using technology to create products
that people will love. You love to learn and never shy away from a challenge. You are
communicative and love to work together to solve problems. Furthermore:
●

Experience in at least one of the following: React.js - Java/Kotlin - Swift/SwiftUI

●

Professional proficiency in English and Dutch

●

Be able to work from our office in Amsterdam

What we offer
We offer a masterclass in startup entrepreneurship where you are immediately thrown into
the deep end. In addition to the belief in our mission, we are continuously involved in a
large, fast learning process. We make choices every day that have a major impact and the
results of which we can measure directly. Further:
●

An internship allowance of €450 per month (based on 40 hours/week)

●

An office on the Leidsegracht in Amsterdam

●

Coffee and lunch

Interested?
Send an email to jobs@bash.social with your resume and a small introduction.

